




Formal Caregiver Interview 1 
The Zarit Burden Interview Score: 56 

GPS Tracking 

- Caretaker should be able to check the patients location at any time  
- Have some information of the patient on screen 
- Basic GPS 

o Burden goes down  

Security  

- Information should stay in family and chosen carefully 
- Information to be on the app should be made by primary contact 
- Kids being able to see sensitive info depends on the age. 
- Any member can lose their phone 

o Burden goes down, depending on the information that’s present  

Memory Prompting 

- Trying to clarify what you want  
- Trying to correct mistakes  

o Burden goes down  

Patient page ability 

- Only if the person is in early stages of Alzheimer’s 
- Feature should be able to turn on and off 

o Burden goes up  

Reminders 

- For reminding patients and caretakers on what they need to do 
- Reminders should come with a picture specifically  
- Reminders should be read out by phone for patient specifically 

o Burden goes down  

Journal  

- Does not see it being useful for the patient 
- More for the caretaker so they can use it more as data 
- Jotting down behaviours and triggers  
- Writing down the patients habits 

o No change in burden 

Panic Button 

- Only for caretaker 
- Not for patient  

o Burden goes up  



Specialized checklist  

- Sees it like a schedule for the patient  
- Things they need to do throughout the day 

o No change in burden  

Brain game 

- Have drawing 
- Puzzles  
- Crosswords 
- Exercise? 
- Have calming music in the background 
- Lots of pictures on patients life   

o Burden goes down  

Information Portal  

- Lots of links 
- Videos  
- Numbers where caretaker can call for help  
- Show medical advancements in field 
- Latest update 
- Include the Alzheimer’s website 
- Stories of other people in the same situation  

o No change in burden 

 

Extra 

- Security is important with an app like this  
- Confidentiality  
- Show lots of happy moments from the clients life  
- Help with accepting their situation  
- Tips on how the caregiver can take of themselves. Stay healthy themselves physically and 

mentally  

 


